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Energy Calibration of a Multilayer Photon Detector

R.A. Johnson
Brookhaven National Laboratory

The detector 1 wi l l describe wao used In an experiment run at

Brookhaven in 1930 and 1981. (The experiment wae performed In

collaboration with Princeton, and University of I l l i n o i s ) . The

analysis of the data from that experiment Is nou complete making this

report a retrospective on how wall we dl4 rather than what we are

doing. Our pulae-helght calibration sySXeajftas of the vintage of a

model T Ford. If we were to do-It again today, we would Investigate

many of the devices and techniques dlscu^sea^ln this workshop. The

value of this report i s not In the innovations which are now four

years old but rather as an overview,of ;the complete calibration

problem. Hopefully, i t w i l l 'help. Bome6ne.;else avoid our mistakes.

Calibration i s dune for £*dt£ec'tor a,qd detectors are built for

experiments. Let me introducS t u n talk^by going backwards through

that l i s t . Our experiment measured the reaction rate for i p + n + X

where X° had a mass above 2 GeV/c2 and decayed into gammas.

Nominally, this was a search for the tig., but we would have been

happy to observe any resonant state. The apparatuo used for this

experloent Is shown in Figure 1. The parts that are relevant for this

discussion are the two large (1 o * 2 u) photon detectors. A blowup

of one of the detectors Is shown In Figure 2 . The f i r s t four

radiation lengths of the detector are made of a lead-sclnt i l lator

sandwich. The energy deposited in the f i r s t 2.7 radiation lengths was

neasured by two layer 6" wide counters called the calorimeter

counters. Following the next 1.3 radiation lengths of lead were two

layers of I" wide finger counters (vertical and horizontal) which

measured both the energy of the shower and i t s posit Ion. Next came

the front wall lead glass blocks (3 radiation lengths) which were read

out on the top or the bottom. Last cane the matrix lead glass blocks

(12 radiation lengths). In to ta l , five different typea of counters

were part of the photon energy measurement. Each detector was built

on a hydraulic table that was capable of positioning each counter at

beam height. Upstream of the target was a dipole which could sweep

the bean horizontally across the detector. With the combination of

the table and the magnet, the beam could be centered on each of the

648 counters. Both sources (Aa doped Nal for the lead glasa and B i 2 0 ?

on sc lnt l l la tore for the sc int i l la t ion counters) end fiber optice from

a l ight flasher system were attached to each counter.

We broke the Job of calorimeter energy calibration into three

parts:

1) Gain normalization of a l l equivalent elements, ,

2) Determination of the functions for conversion of pulse

height to energy, and

3) Gain stabi l isat ion.

Bach of these parts has i ts own inherent problems, but each must be

done with a precision better than the intrinsic resolution of the

detector.

Many people contemplate normalization of a l l levels of a multi-

l e v e l detector simultaneously by minimizing the width of the shower

energy distribution. Its chose not to do this for two reaBons:



1) The angle of the Incidence of the electrons that ve used for

normalisation differed from that of the photons In the

experiment (see Plgure 1) and

2) the resolutions of different layer* of the detector were

different.

Simultaneous fits of the various levels always result In correlated

errors. If the photons and the calibration electrons went through the

Base elements, the correlated errors may not have Mattered (they stil l

might have affected the linearity of Che response since only one

calibration energy was used) but since the calibration showers and the

photon showers came at different angles, the correlated errors could

be dieesterouv. The resolution for the lead sclntllator portion of

the detector is worse than that of the rest of the detector.

Simultaneous fits will tend to over compensate the portions with good

resolution and deemphasize those with bad resolution. Again, this

would be fine if ve were calibrating with the same type of particles

as we were detecting in the experiment. However, this compensation

will be different for photons and for electrons and, therefore, will

give en Inaccurate result. Our final decision was to first normalize

each layer Independently with electrons and then to determine the

pulse height to energy conversion with photons.

The goal of a-normalization procedure Is to measure a parameter

for each type of counter that 1B proportional to the gain of that

counter. We used the average of the pulse height distribution, but

the peak or even the second moment might have worked alao. Plgure 3

shows the pulse height distribution for one of the C«*T vail aatrlx

blocks. The energy of an electron shower Is approximately equally

distributed among the front lead-sclntlllator section, the front wall

blocks and the matrix blocks, as illustrated in Figure 4. With the

flucuatlons in the shower development, the pulse height distributions

become very wide. To get the ZX resolution on the normalitatlon

constants, ue needed to take approximately 2000 electron triggers for

each matrix block. Ue did this at the beginning and end of a run and

spent approximately 101 of our time calibrating. Calibration Is not

Insignificant) Figure 5 shows the pulse height distributions for the

front wall and calorimeter counters. Again the widths of the

'istrlbutlons require lotB of dsta for each point. Some things come

for free, however. Since the electron beam was centered on each

matrix block (and on the cracks between some blocks) ve were able to

measure the attenuation curves of our long counters quite well. This

Is shown In Figure 6 for a typical calorimeter counter-

In s counter normalization procedure, you must be very sure that

every counter Is treated the sue . This statement is obvious, but In

practice, it Is the hardest thing to check. For example, ve used a

bent electron beam for our normalisation. Electrons lose energy

extremely easily, and after being beat give a position dependence to

the amount of energy deposited. Figure 7 shows the position of all

triggers for one calibration point. Cuts Y~\& to be made around the

beam centrold to eliminate low energy events. Hot knowing the exact

placement of tho detector olencntu can cause problems. Figure 9 Bhowo

the average pulse height as a function of position for two of our rear

wall matrix blocks. If we nade a mistake and accepted events



asymmetrically around the center (either by misplacement of the blocks

or Incorrect steering of the beam) we could have decreased the

apparent gain of the photomultipller. Finally, there are problems

that you don't expect and only find from careful review of the

results . Figure 9 shows one of these. In front of one half of LCI4

was a 1/4" aluminum pla te , just enough material to give a large

Increase in the average for one side of that counter. If we had

.averaged the pulse height over the whole counter, we would have

obtained the wrong gain.

Normalization brings the gains of a l l the elements of one layer

of the detector to B constant value. Once this 1B done the pulse

height In each layer can be summad and those sums used to determine

the conversion functions for pulse height to energy. There should be

no poBitlon dependence to this conversion. With mesons that decay to

photons there are many narrow peaks that can be used to tag -he photon

energies. One such meson is the u shown in Figure 10. We uaed

double arm u 's and single arm n'B taken In special runs to obtain a

set of known energy photons. With these we made a likelihood f i t to

determine the conversion factors.

Although this UBB a straightforward procedure, we did have one

false s tar t . He started by using five different electron energies to

determine the conversion functions. The problem we encountered there

ie a subtle one, so let me explain It in deta i l . In the beginning we

started with five f i f th order polynomials, one to describe an energy

dependent response for each layer. While constraining the beam energy

for each electron, we found the best coeff ic ients for each order of

-6-

the polynomial? with a X f i t . The results gave us an unbelievable

energy resolution (something l ike 3 Z / / E ) » The reason for this became

clear after a l i t t l e thought. I t i s i l lustrated in Figure 11. There

was so much freedom given to the response functions that they were

able to map the natural spread of each energy into a single spike*

Too much freedom in the polynomials and discontinuous energy points

caused the problem.

Most of th i s vorkshop has been about s tabi l i z ing the gains of

photomultlpliers over the course of the experiment. What I've tried

to show you so far in thlo report 1B that this i s only one-third of

the problem. I n i t i a l gain normalization *nd conversion of pulse

height to energy are just SB Important. They can consume « lot of

t ine and e f for t . If they are not done well, they can limit the

resolution of the experiment.

Our prtttary method of gain stabil ization used the light flasher

system whlcb 1B Bhown schematically in Figure 12• The vacuum

photodiode was used to monitor the s ize of each l ight flash from the

spark gap and to nonullze the l ight seed by each of the counters.

Typical problems are Illustrated in the next three figures. Figure 13

1B the gain SB a function of run number for a photomultlpller that was

extremely s table . All of the fluctuations In th i s plot are due to

gain changes In the photodiode response. Figure 14 shows abrupt

changes in the photoaultlpller gain. In this ceae the flasher system

followed the gain correctly. However, Figure 15 shows an apparent

gain drift of a photomultipller over the experiment. In real ity, i t

was the optical Joint between the l ight fiber and the ie inter that was



unstable and not the photomultlpller. We were able to truck, these

changes because we had a secondary s tabi l izat ion method for each

counter, a radioactive source. Without th is independent method, we

would not have been able to determine which part of the system

changed»

In a l l large systems components f a i l . In a well planned

calibration system single fai lures can either be replaced and cross

calibrated or, as In our case, Ignored. By the end of the two year

experiment, about 101 of our glass fibers had failed and 102 of our

sources had fa l len off. Because there were two stabil ization light

sources on each counter, this did not hurt us .

The end result of a l l this calibration i s the final energv

resolution. For our 13 GeV/c data, this Is shown In Figure 16. The

4Z shown there cones from 21 Intrinsic resolution of the detector, 21

from normalization, IX from the conversion functions and 2Z from the

stabi l izat ion. Each l i t t l e error hurts) In the end, the calibration

error dominated.

Final ly, Figure 17 shows the results of the light flasher

stabil ization for two different electron runs. The light flashers

helped moBt in following the photoaultlpller? in the t a i l s (the cne$

with the greatest gain changes), but as can be seen from the Ilgure,

most of the photomult.1 pl iers were very stable over the course of the

experiment.

From our <;xt-~~tences with this Brookhaven experiment, there are

three conelu9lone that I have coae to. First and most important,

calorimeter experiments are co better than their calibration systems;

calibration errors wil l be the major source of error *t high energies*

Second, redundancy is necessary; the system should be designed such

that every element could be replaced during the l i f e of the

experiment. Finally, It i s Important to have enough data taken during

calibration runs and during the experiment to be able to sort out

where the calibration problems were after the experiment ie over.

No calibration system is created and run by one person. For our

experiment, A. Wljangco (BNL) procured the l ight flasher aystem and

K- MacDonald (Princeton) provided the Bl 2 0 7 sources and the fiber

opt i c s . The conversion factor Jetennlnation was done by A.M* -Hailing

(Princeton). Most of the i l lustrat ions for this report come from the

theses of A.M. Hailing and L» Garren's ( I l l i n o i s ) . In those two

works, the answers to more detailed questions can he found.

Thle work Is supported In part by the U.S. Department of Energy

under Contract No. DE-ACO2-76CHOOO16.



Figure 1. Diagram of the apparatus for AGS experiment 732. Not shown* but

pertinent to the detector normalization is a 4B4B dipole magnet upstream

of the target which ewept electrons into the detectors.
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Figure 2. One of the two identical photon detectors for the experiment.
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Figure 3. Typical pulse height distribution for one of

the rear matrix blacks for 6 Gev/c electron showers centered

on the block.
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Figure 4. Percentage of energy deposited in the

different layers of the detector as a function

of incident electron energy.
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Figure 6. Attenuation curve of a calorimeter counter measured simultaneously with

the scan of the matrix blocks.
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Figure 11. Function for best correlated f i t for

five electron energies.
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Figure 12, Schematic diagram of light flasher system.
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Figure 13* Gain of a stable photomultiplier. Changes in the

gain are due to changes in the normalization of the vacuum

photodiode.
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Figure 14. Light flasher gain determination of an unstable

photomultiplier.
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Figure 15. Light flasi.er gain determination of a stable

photomultiplier with a changing optical coupling to the fiber

optic connection.
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Figure 17.

Histogram of gain constants from March calibration run

to July calibration run. Solid curve is light flasher corrected

(Sigma = 5%) 1 shaded area is uncorrected data (sigma z 8%).


